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Summary

Profile in Courage
Misshapen chaos of well-seeming forms!
Our Secret Society Government is just such a form.
Romeo's emotional turmoil also reflects the chaos of Verona, a city
divided by the feud between the Montagues and the Capulets. Just as the
city is embattled by the feud between the families, Romeo is embattled
by his unrequited love for Rosaline.
The British in a Secret Society launched by Cecil Rhodes largely
control the USA and have subdued the USA via acts of of terror
including overthrow of the POTUS by assassination.
The Emblems of Government in the USA are much like the Feudal
Crests on the guns of a great film version of Romeo and Juliet.
William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet (often shortened to Romeo +
Juliet) is a 1996 romantic crime tragedy film directed, co-produced, and
co-written by Baz Luhrmann. It is a modernized adaptation of William
Shakespeare's tragedy Romeo and Juliet. The film stars Leonardo
DiCaprio and Claire Danes in the title roles of two teenagers who fall in
love, despite their being members of feuding families. Brian Dennehy,
John Leguizamo, Harold Perrineau, Pete Postlethwaite, Paul Sorvino and
Diane Venora also star in supporting roles. It is the third major film
version of the play, following a 1936 film and a 1968 film.
This book like most I have written are derived from my life story of
State sponsored abuse and Conspiracy Against My Rights the motive for
which I discovered upon following the writings of deceased former Tracy
California police office Jen Moore who continued work after abuse and
tragedy and was silenced, but too later for the silencing of her to work.
The works left by Jen Moore taken as a whole are of world importance
and create a Profile of her courage reporting on powerful criminal elites
who never were driven from power since the East-India Tea Company
days and who remain in power today.
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The Espionage Agencies of the USA are subsumed by the British and
used against the USA. Today's "hitlist" (referencing the book on the
Kennedy Assassination( is the traitor wetdivsion of FBI DOJ of law
abiding citizens to complete the cover up of the last stand the Kennedy's
made against the Secret Society and the final fall of the USA.
Oh Dwarves so low of head in the tunnels dig
Cecil John Rhodes retrieved from Wikipedia and copied or
modified to here
Rhodes, c. 1900 7th Prime
Minister of the Cape Colony
Cecil John Rhodes (5 July 1853 - 26 March 1902)[1] was a British
mining magnate and politician in southern Africa who served as
Prime Minister of the Cape Colony from 1890 to 1896.
An ardent believer in British imperialism, Rhodes and his British
South Africa Company founded the southern African territory of
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe and Zambia), which the company named
after him in 1895. South Africa's Rhodes University is also named
after him. He also devoted much effort to realising his vision of a
Cape to Cairo Railway through British territory. Rhodes set up the
provisions of the Rhodes Scholarship, which is funded by his estate.
Widely acknowledged also as a white supremacist, Rhodes
explicitly believed in the superiority of white English people over
all others, especially sub-Saharan Africans. He infamously said "to
be born English is to win first prize in the lottery of life".[8][9]
During his political career he successfully confiscated land from the
African population of the Cape Colony, and falsely claimed
southern African archeological sites such as Great Zimbabwe were
built by European civilisations instead.
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Ruby was part of Mafia world (Campisi, Marcello) RFK was deporting,
NIXON Mafia was returning Ruby had talked with Sam and Joe Campisi
and Marcello who had talked in advance of killing JFK and also Candy
Barr stripper at Ruby Free Mason Donald Barr CIA Goerge H.W. Bush
Free Mason Knight's of Malta and Free Mason J. Edgar Hoover James
Angleton, John ulled Alan Dulles Cabell CIA
https://youtu.be/PYI4PqtIyE0?t=5950 Who Was Lee Harvey Oswald?
(full documentary) | FRONTLINE Oswald an hour late coming down
stairs like to get Ruby in position.
CHORUS.
Project Gutenburg *
CHORUS.
Two households, both alike in dignity,
In fair Verona, where we lay our scene,
From ancient grudge break to new mutiny,
Where civil blood makes civil hands unclean.
From forth the fatal loins of these two foes
A pair of star-cross’d lovers take their life;
Whose misadventur’d piteous overthrows
Doth with their death bury their parents’ strife.
The fearful passage of their death-mark’d love,
And the continuance of their parents’ rage,
Which, but their children’s end, nought could remove,
Is now the two hours’ traffic of our stage;
The which, if you with patient ears attend,
What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to mend.
To Brian Lamb of CSPAN and John Simpkin of Spartacus
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To Lawrence Mark Sanger an American Internet project developer and
philosopher who co-founded the online encyclopedia Wikipedia along
with Jimmy Wales. If splitting hairs about editorial wind vanes I agree
left wing bias is energetic and skewing but I bave found wikipeda a great
resource consistent if not better far better than typical MSM information
and quicly and easily available.
Sanger's other interests include a focus on philosophy-in particular
epistemology, early modern philosophy, and ethics. He taught philosophy
at his alma mater Ohio State University.
This likely imbued in him something I have learned recently from Law.
Argument, simply making a judgment devoid of a factual assertion is not
only unhelpful it is likely destructive. Steps towards truth include facts
asserted and competition to most reasonably explain the facts.
Pillory epub
THE GREAT TREASON: HIGH AND PETITE TREASON IN
THE USA
Extensive non-fiction that shows the 100 year history of the
espionage covert Special Relationship between England and the
USA that led in to the Kennedy Curse and how the Donegan (my
own and other families secretly were tied to that history under
Hidden Identities and Underground Railroads during several
world wars.
https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/GreatTr
eason.epub
PILLORY: TOOLS AND FOOLS OF THE USA
A fictional book as a speculative simulation between the
Donegan's, Kennedy family, and others in Boston and how
because of the Donegan factual history in that matter led to a
Mockingbird pillory of me by the CIA, FBI, and others when my
and other evidence on the JFK and RFK and other murders
should not be retaliated against or conspired against by the very
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agencies this information should be useful to in those agencies
and the US sovereign self-interest. In the fictional version RFK
escapes assassination and we will learn of the underlying
connection between Marilyn Monroe and Dysgraphic Albert
Einstein.
https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/What.ep
ub
TED L. GUNDERSON AN EDITED AND APPROVING
BIOGRAPHICAL ANTHOLOGY OF HIS LIFE AND WORKS
Ted Gunderson was the right-hand man to RFK fighting the
mafia that was run by Vice President Richard Nixon in the 1946
to 1960 years. As the Kennedy's gained power in the USA and
world global dirty business operations subverted the USA and
other nations. JFK and RFK attempted to shut down the CIA but
it was too globally located to respond to the US Presidency and
and held too much allegiance from British trained and supported
Espionage in the USA operating as the US Government but
through NGOs that again were difficult to control from inside the
US Government. It would be comparable to NASA trying to
control a long gone satellite past its available connections back to
Earth.
https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/TedGun
dersonByEdDonegan.epub
WRITTEN BY THE RIGHT HAND: THE RIGHT HAND
OPERATIVES OF THE CABAL AND THE DANGEROUS
JOB THEY UNDERTOOK OF EXPOSING ITS SECRETS
Many leakers of the secrets of the JFK history have come
forward. Deep State Cabal range from Mocking them to
assassinating them to denying the truth of revelations but history
is being continuously revised as theories Lee Harvey Oswald was
a patsy are gaining growing support. The patriots fighting against
Free Masonry, Vatican history, Knights of Malta, Council on
Foreign Relations, British Pilgrim Society all experience media
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abuse of their theories find any publicity at all but these patriots
still speak out at the risk of their lives and leave death-bed
statements.
https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/Written
ByTheRightHand.epub
MAJIC 12 AND THE SECRET GOVERNMENT BY
WILLIAM COOPER INTRODUCTION BY EDWARD
DONEGAN
With Ed Donegan provided Introduction and in-context
commentary and de-anonymized cartoon space aliens as real
people under Hidden Identies talked about in anomyized
fictionalized ways for un-traceability of any real figures. William
Cooper was tied to Free Mason families in his personal life and
was part of that overlay of that in US Government activities and
became an NWO whistle-blower. Ed Donegan shows the real
people and real stories under the clouds of fictionalized
obfuscations. Eisenhower GOP and Truman and NIXON worked
with Free Masonry and likely formed the CIA as un understudy
of MI5 and MI6 Jedah assassins and covert operatives with
exchanges of espionage teams between the USA and Great
Britain.
https://archive.org/download/genoracketeering_202001/majestic
-12-and-the-secret-government.epub
ALL ABOVE BOOKS BY EDWARD PAUL DONEGAN ©
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 2023
Calibre is a cross-platform free and open-source suite of e-book
software. Calibre supports organizing existing e-books into
virtual libraries, displaying, editing, creating and converting ebooks, as well as syncing e-books with a variety of e-readers.
Editing books is supported for EPUB and AZW3 formats. -
Wikipedia
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Download Calibre for Windows. Only the light brown icon
book reader is needed to read these books that are in
development by me and readable in full for free now but and can
be transmitted to others as I do in full as per-publicity and
problem solving of who came to power after JFK.
https://calibre-ebook.com/download_windows
February y20, November 18, December 13, April 1, June 4, July 6,
August 4
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Prologue to Pillary - Tools and Fools in the USA
“There is no delusional idea held by the mentally ill which
cannot be exceeded in its absurdity by the conviction of
fanatics, either individually or en masse” … Hoche
People deny Truther movement because fanatics who fear their
involvement (Free Masons, Espionage and Defense Industry positions
and agencies whose leadership and corporate acts complicit and funding
espionage) are in collusion with Free Mason families) and others who
share the goals of Birther plans or are loyal to hold criminal politicians
accountable are the fanatics (Jim Acosta among them) denying Deep
State Theory.
This book asserts the as process and substance the Mueller family,
Burns family, Wray and Bush and Barr families, now the Obama family,
likely the Harris family and ties to Salvation Army world works and the
YMCA have been part of a global cabal of Stasi espionage, acts denied
and illegal, unbounded by reprisals because they are hidden and far out
of the box of the laws of war, and that Radioligal attacks and other
wetddivision warfare including assassinations are conducted in the USA
by the USA.
This book asserts the JMWAVE CIA US DOD assassination scheme US
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy was put in charge of by his brother
John F. Kennedy had overthrow plans and the means to overthrow
anyone in the USA who interfered with CIA plans and one of those many
plants was a CIA plan to groom Barrack Obama Jr for Indonesia as one
of many sleepers the CIA thought a faked background and accelerated
career path m ight led to, Indonesian politics.
Joseph Kennedy Sr wanted the Presidency of the USA for himself or his
children, and with Great Britain hoped for a few other world leaders on
world backed career paths.
The history was done before this book which takes into fictional rooms
we see the Deep State real actors acting in so let me set the stage with the
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real story.
James Paul Donegan my father was much like Rose Fitzpatrick, mother
to John Fitzpatrick Kennedy and Robert Francis Kennedy.
James Paul Donegan was the son of Irish immigrants living on the
wrong side of the tracks of Boston as he called it. His mother was
discriminated against as she tried to get jobs in Boston and his father an
accountant in Ireland only could work as a janitor in the USA.
Rose Fitzpatrick also lived in Quincy. Both Rose and James Paul
Donegan are connected to Joseph Kennedy Sr. it seems.
Rose Fitzpatrick at 15 met the up and coming Joseph Kennedy Sr as he
campaigned in Boston likely in a heavily Irish area helping him
campaign and marrying him, later to have Joseph Kennedy Jr., Robert
Francis Kennedy Jr and John Fitzpatrick Kennedy Jr as children and
more children as well.
As WWII approached Joseph Kennedy Sr (perhaps to appease the
Republic of Ireland and Irish in the USA) was appointed Ambassador to
Great Britain. It led to steel contracts for shipbuilding, wealth, fame, and
the chance to send a few jobs along to some he helped select.
Joseph Kennedy Jr was killed in a secret program of a radio controlled
bomber thus his following Joseph Kennedy SR into politics never
occurred. John F. Kennedy did as RKK did.
James Paul Donegan (again, my father) had his F-51 D catch on fire and
he had to land in South Carolina field where he met my mother 1952
near the Johnson (Lyndon B. Johnson?) Airbase. She was from North
Carolina adopted into South Carolina and Lee Harvey Oswald RECON
radar operation Japan monitory Russia and Russia in Korea. Glorian and
James were likely living on the base in Japan through the late 1950s.
LHO's last phone call attempt was to an intelligence officer who oversaw
people coming the USA who lived in North Carolina, I think my mother
arrived as an unborn fetus in pregnant Maria Austa Kutchers pregnant by
King Edward VIII.
James Paul Donegan found his way out of of Quincy, poverty and
discrimination when he joined the US Army Air Corps to fly the British
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Spitfire as a Recon Pilot, the F-51 D and would battle with the Doolitle
types of B-17 or B-29 bombers in areal combat, bombing - strafing - or
Combat Camera recon role.
North American Aviation build the Spitfire as the P-51 and Packard
built is Merlin engine.
Above ground atomic bomb testing was part of this, see the movie
Multiplicand Falls about the US DOE covering atomic veteran tragedies.
The Atomic veteran piece of the this story is I was born at St Josephs
hospital 1961 in DNA exposure testing and fertility/ miscarriage
problems. I think Eva Ban surrogate carried me (or Glorian Donegan did)
and by c section I and Barrack Obama Jr were born.
The plan was to test the line of Glorian Donegan who was from South
Carolina (sort of) after Festus Gainey died in North Carolina when my
mother, born in 1926 was nine, leading to 1936 and King Edward VIII
leaving the throne over Nazi connections and the Berlin Olympics.
Glorian Donegan (Glorian Gainey and Harold Gainey) like me have a
rare grammar gene. It affects speech and handwriting too.
Those who have English aristocrat or even Franz Kutschera genes (he
was high ranking offical of the Nazi sate) are considered possible leaders.
Taking an egg or more eggs from Glorian produced groomed leaders in
politics and media today.
Catholics value the sanctity of life and rejected Protests Texas LBJ
plans to assassinate leaders or tamper with seme or eggs. THe Kennedy
family were wiped out the hide the Moles and assassination program and
the MKLUTRA records of Obama and 20 or 30 other DARPA Brain
program families remain secret.
My father left the St Aidans church of Rose Kennedy and Robert
Francis Kennedy after the JFK and RFK murders.
George H.W. Bush, Cheney, Barrack Obama Jr. and others went on to
became CIA, POTUS, VPOTUS, President of the Senate, other roles
flooding media and government with loyalists and destroying records,
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chief ally in the entire program were Donald Barr, William Barr, Robert
Muller II and III, and Chrisotper Wray III and II.
Lloyd Austin and the Obama Jr. children seem to be in the experimental
biology program as well. The Bush children too.
Fanatics based in Bush Cheney William Barr Donald Barr and others,
mostly British and Scottish Rites have the USA in a delusional, fixed
delusional, condition. The Tools are these fanatics and the fools are the
population controlled by the fanatics propaganda.
A Legend abusive to me and leading to the destruction of my life is
being built by State Actors encourage rotten cabbage tossing at me for
reasons wrong but incited by law enforcement slander of me in fact
slandering me exactly to symmetrically undermine my attributes while
others backed by State actors take over my attributes which are positive
attributes and mine and property.
Opportunist police abuse has been used on me to destroy my life and
reputation holding me in pillory by Conspiracy Against Rights.
James and Glorian Donegan went from Blue Collar poverty in Boston
Irish Immigrant family and poor North Carolina farm family to middle
class post military USAF commercial TWA pilot life.
Edward Donegan - Web: Obituary Daily Times Index, 1995-
2016https://www.ancestry.com › search › collections › name... All Web:
Obituary Daily Times Index, 1995-2016 results for Edward Donegan.
Edit Search ... Helen E Donegan, Abt 1905, 23 Mar 2000, Quincy MA.
My father James Paul Donegan his brother Happy Donegan and
Happy's wife Helen Donegan were from the St Aidans church that the
Kenneedy's were from and it is likely the Kennedy assassination helped
by a lay official of that church that led to my father leaving the church
and becoming atheist, not liking the politics of Christian war.
His friend who for political reasons was betrayed by a lay official of the
church and drive from the church though a good man was likely RFK,
JFK, or both, and the betrayal was their assassinations.
He left from Quincy Massachusetts just under 18 years old to join the
Army Air Corp. and moving to Marshfield MA Cape Cod near the other
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Donegans after the war, and lived in California Manhattan Beach as well.
Intensive sexual abuse of me which is a Legend of, a false
characterization of me carried out by State backed actors allows Police
corruption to flourish destroy the family of the Donegans.
The police corruption is them (police) paying peeping tom restitution
fees as me as a peeper them saying they are me. Illegal surveillance
ambush of me allows fake peeping tom victims to be placed in ambushes
of my public activity. Police corruption is police paying themselves to
stop peeping or turning out of women in bikinis wherever they
impersonating might be, and paying themselves to be on patrol for fake
me.
Their actions create a Legend their peeper is Real Ed Donegan and Real
Ed Donegan has to fear a police operated criminal racket claiming it has
an abuse right against Ed Donegan though the abuse towards Ed
Donegan is explained by falsified records tying police impersonators of
Ed Donegan to Ed Donegan which creates the Protection need of women
in bikinis from of Ed Donegan) thus creating a need for a Protection
Racket run by heroic police.
This Protection Racket crime based Surveillance Ambush State I call
the Rotten Cabbage I live in.
Called COINTELPRO or MKUTLRA it is a Deep State Criminal
enterprise making a mark out of my parents, who they were, the child
they had (me) and destroying the culture and lifespan of our family by
Targeting us for Gangstalk paid actors defaming me and by defaming me
our family as well.
Its Mafia and Old Guard Free Mason mafia families. As Free Masonry
goes so goes the FBI as the FBI goes so does Free Masonry acts
including Rough Noise besieging Free Mason victims, the Donegans, the
Kennedys, others.
This book opens with The End, the place the books is supposed to get to
so I start with this in mind myself and I hope the reader. In that chapter
Robert Francis Kennedy dies in Russia with Russian police inspector
honors and a State funeral
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